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Chapter 1535
The sword furnace is not as transparent as before.
It was constantly beating all over, especially the place of the lid, as if it was resisting something, and
the frequency of vibration was very fast.
However, this resistance seems to be a futile effort.
“boom!”
A fascinating red light suddenly gushed out from the sword furnace.
The lid of the sword furnace was directly topped up.
And something that flashed red across the body was suspended above the sword furnace.
When the red light slowly dissipated, Wiliam could see the true meaning of this thing in front of him.
A radiant red lotus.
This red lotus is about the size of a slap, and its flowers and leaves are fully bloomed.
But what is surprising is that this red lotus is not like a solid, it is full of light flowing and very smart.
But it’s not like liquid, because it can be clearly seen, and the flying rocks swept around can easily pass
through the red lotus.
But it’s not like gas…
This is a red lotus that is neither solid nor liquid nor gas!
At this moment, a familiar and unfamiliar feeling also rose in Wiliam’s heart.
He felt that he had some kind of connection with this red lotus, but this kind of connection was very
shallow.
There was an aura of scowling in the red lotus, as if it was despising everything in the world.
Wiliam had a complicated feeling in his heart.
Originally, his Long Live Demon Lotus was a hundred silver needles.
But now after re-forging, it turned into a weird red lotus.
Did the silver needle disappear?

A trace of melancholy flashed in his heart.
But this melancholy just gave birth, as if it angered this weird red lotus.
On its body, a jet of black as ink gleamed out!
This light came slowly towards Wiliam!
It was like the footsteps of death, step by step, to make Wiliam feel powerless to accept the torment
of death.
Wiliam’s eyes drenched, and he was about to mobilize his whole body to resist.
At this time, the words of Senior Azure Qilin appeared in his mind.
“Can’t resist. After your magic weapon is re-forged, the quality is beyond my expectation! But you
can’t resist!”
“Can’t resist? Then I will wait to die?” Wiliam asked in his heart.
He can feel the evil and fierceness of this black light!
It should be the third weapon robbery!
“The previous few people said that they were wrong. The awakening of the gods must be led by blood.
And what they did is also wrong. The ordinary gods really have to fight to the death.”
“But your magic weapon is different. It is in the same spirit as you. It just has just been re-forged, and
this connection is not perfect.”
“What you have to do is not to resist, but to accept.”
“Go the other way?” Wiliam was horrified.
It was resistance before, but now you want to accept it?
“Well, relax your whole body and accept it with your life. Only in this way can you have a chance of
awakening. But you yourself are alive and well, are you afraid?” Azure Qilin asked Wiliam.
Are you scared……
Wiliam smiled suddenly.
Has he experienced little life and death?
Which life and death is not a fight of will!
But only this time of life and death, Wiliam didn’t want to fight.
Long live Demon Lotus is the only partner he hides in his heart…
Come on, my partner.

You are not awake yet, I will use my blood and my life to wake you up!
Wiliam slowly opened his arms, as if welcoming his partner’s return.
My partner, take a look.
I died before I awakened you.
Or you wake up and accept my soul again.
The black light, like a flood, completely flooded Wiliam.
And Wiliam’s body burst into bleeding mist in an instant.
Honglian, who hadn’t awakened yet, completely ravaged Wiliam’s body by this weapon robbery.
“cough!”
Wiliam spouted a mouthful of blood, and slowly fell to his knees.
There is a hint of energy in him.
Even the scales of the unicorn’s body that he appeared automatically were removed by him in a single
thought.
With his sincere blood, with his pious heart, with his frank body, he is completely accepting the
melting chain of the third weapon.
Blood is constantly overflowing on him.
In the end, blood was splashing around in this sword hole!
How long has it been…
Wiliam’s consciousness began to appear blurred.
It is indeed not something that a normal person can do simply to endure a weapon robbery with a
physical body.
Long live demon lotus, you bear the thoughts of your grandparents and grandchildren, and you are
willing to wake up and continue your relationship…
I don’t know how long it took.
Wiliam was bloody.
The two elders outside the sword cave opened their mouths wide at this moment, and their hearts
became too nervous.
Just now they all felt the appearance of the third weapon robbery.
I also heard the impact of flying rocks raging in the sword cave.
This kind of horrible breath, revealing a trace of it, is heart palpitating.

How long has passed now.
It’s longer than the second weapon robbery before.
Wiliam wouldn’t be still resisting, would he?
Can he resist it?
Or, is he using his life to practice the phrase “doing my obsession, don’t ask about life or death”?
Fool!
But now, they dare not go in.
After all, this was Wiliam’s own trial.
As the old swordsman, they knew that the birth and awakening of every sacred soldier represented an
indomitable obsession to death.
And Wiliam’s magic weapon represents a world obsession.
Only Wiliam can become his dominant name!
Today, is it here to witness the birth of the heaven and earth gods, or the silent fall of obsession?
The two elders had mixed feelings.
I don’t know how long it took, the howling in the sword hole gradually stopped.
Wiliam knelt on the ground, except for his head, there was already a piece of meat in his whole body.
If it hadn’t been for his body bones to experience the quenching chain of earth-bone blood crystals
and peach blossoms of resentment, it would have been a dead end if he was replaced by another
person.
Wiliam’s mentality was very vague.
He only knew that this third weapon of the black light was the hostility carried by his grandfather
Black Flower Silver Needle.
Next, what else?
Wiliam’s thoughts have not yet fallen.
The strange red lotus hanging in the air suddenly burst into two terrible auras!
The entire sword hole shook violently!
What’s more suffocating!
The sword furnace, under the two breaths, turned into powder with a “boom”!
There is no time to struggle!

You know, this sword furnace is Xu Tongyin’s magic weapon!
A magic weapon was instantly annihilated in two breaths without any power to parry!
This is a terrifying picture!
These two breaths, half ice blue!
The other half is crimson!
Like a song of ice and fire, blooming in this sword hole, blooming in Wiliam’s eyes, blooming in this
ordinary world!
And the two elders outside the sword hole suddenly covered their hearts together!
Their eyes panicked to the extreme!
They clearly felt it!
Two terrifying breaths instantly overflowed from the sword hole!
Standing outside the sword hole, they couldn’t lift their feet at all!
Look down!
A person’s feet are wrapped in icy blue air, and his legs are frozen by ice!
And the other person’s feet were wrapped in red air, like a thousand arrows piercing his heart!
Two weapons of robbery!
All appear together!
Double robbery!
Eternal death!

